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INTRODUCTION
The information presented in this section covers fire hose and the procedures used
when handling hose. Full comprehension of fire hose includes knowledge of the history
of fire hose development, hose and coupling construction, maintenance, testing
requirements, the loading and rolling of hose, and hose evolutions. Firefighters should
possess a thorough knowledge of fire hose, as well as, the ability to perform fire hose
techniques to ensure safe, fast, efficient hose evolutions. Knowledge of fire hose
operations is a must for all firefighters; a mistake could make the difference between
containment of the fire and loss of property and life.
NOTE: Any time the term "Hose" is used it shall mean "Fire Hose"

Objectives
•

Introduce a brief history of fire hose development.

•

Identify national standards governing hose and couplings.

•

Describe the types of hose and couplings.

•

Describe the materials and methods used in the construction of hose and
couplings.

•

Identify types of hose damage, maintenance techniques, and repair philosophies.

•

Identify the various hose rolls.

•

Introduce the methods of coupling and uncoupling hose.

•

Describe the communication methods used during hose line operations.

•

Describe the methods used for deploying and loading preconnects.

•

Describe the procedures used when making up attack lines and supply hose
lays.

•

State the proper procedures for using hose bundles.

•

Describe the methods used when operating portable monitors.

•

Describe the skills required when operating hose lines.

•

Introduce special hose operations and techniques.
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•

Describe the miscellaneous skills used when handling hose.

•

Introduce grading sheets used to evaluate performance.
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HISTORY OF FIRE HOSE DEVELOPMENT
During the early colonial days of our country, the process of conveying water to a fire
and applying it for fire extinguishment was a major problem. Although a crude type of
fire hose was developed in the seventeenth century, the only means by which these
early settlers could transport water to a fire was by passing buckets of water down a line
of organized firefighters. This system of moving water was known as "The Bucket
Brigade." Laws under the direction of Fire Masters often governed these brigades. As
settlements grew, villages and small cities were formed and a more effective means of
applying water to a fire became necessary.
An important advancement in fire fighting equipment was made when the hand-powered
pump came into use. Flexible hose for this pump was made by sewing together the
edges of a strip of leather. Leather hose was later fastened together with brass or
copper rivets. The next step in fire hose advancement was the use of canvas tubes
(woven from flax), which had the merit of lightness, but were subject to decay. This
type of hose was used until the introduction of rubber. A woven jacket lined with rubber
was the principal improvement in fire hose, and since that time many improvements
have been made in the quality of materials used in the jacket and lining.
Today, the term "fire hose" identifies a type of flexible tube used by firefighters to carry
water under pressure from the source of supply to a point where it is discharged. In
order to be reliable, fire hose should be constructed of the best materials and it should
not be used for purposes other than fire fighting. Fire hose is the most used item in the
fire service and the way in which it is used requires it to be flexible, watertight, have a
smooth lining, and a durable covering.
The fire service has been faced with many dilemmas. One of these dilemmas was
many fire departments were using their own fire hose, coupling sizes and thread
designs. At one time, there were over 2000 different types of hose coupling threads in
the United States. Often it was impossible for fire apparatus from different departments
to connect to hydrants and apparatus of other departments. This was counterproductive on major fires resulting in a greatly impaired fire fighting effort.
During the late 1800’s, fire service leaders began to recognize the problems associated
with each fire agency using different sizes and types of threads. In 1873, the
International Association of Fire Engineers (IAFE) was formed and passed their first
resolution setting standards on fire hose screw threads. Today, the IAFE is known as
the International Association of Fire Chiefs. In 1898, the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) began to draw thread specifications for fire hose couplings, nozzles
and fittings. An NFPA committee appointed in 1905 established a national standard for
2½” and larger hose connections. Work on smaller hose threads was started in 1916
and the standard was adopted in 1922. The standard for suction hose coupling threads
was adopted in 1955.
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Ultimately, the fire service standard covers ten standard sizes of threaded connections
in inches. They are:
¾
1
1½
2½
3

3½
4
4½
5
6

National standards for fire hose and couplings are now written by several organizations:
• American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
• Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
• Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA)
• American Society for Testing & Materials (ASTM)
• Factory Mutual (FM)
• United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
The fire service uses the following national standards for fire hose and couplings:
NFPA 1961 – Standard on Fire Hose
NFPA 1962 – Standard for the Care, Use, and Service Testing of Fire
Hose Including Couplings and Nozzles
NFPA 1963 – Standard for Fire Hose Connections.
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HOSE CONSTRUCTION
Fire hose is considered the most used tool in the fire service. Most hose is made in 50'
and 100' lengths. Knowledge of hose and coupling construction provides firefighters a
greater understanding of how fire hose will react when pressurized. This knowledge
provides firefighters the ability to recognize damage, perform proper preventative
maintenance activities, and facilitate repairs of damaged sections. There are four broad
classifications of hose, based upon its intended use:
•
•
•
•

Attack Hose
Relay-supply Hose
Intake Hose
Extinguisher Hose

Attack hose is designed for use by trained firefighters to combat fires beyond the
incipient stage. Attack hose is designed to convey water to nozzles, master stream
appliances, manifolds, and standpipe and sprinkler connections. Relay-supply hose is
designed to convey water from a water source, such as a hydrant, to fire apparatus. In
addition, relay-supply hose may be used for pumping water between fire apparatus.
Relay-supply hose is designed to move large quantities of water at low pressures,
thereby; it is generally larger than attack hose. Many fire departments purchase hose
that is designed for both attack and relay-supply applications. This type of hose is
sometimes referred to as triple-duty.
Intake hose is hose used to connect apparatus to a nearby water source such as a
hydrant. There are two groups of intake hose: soft-sleeve hose and hard suction hose.
Soft sleeve hose is used to convey water from a pressurized water source, such as a
hydrant, to the pump intake on apparatus. Soft sleeve hose lengths vary depending on
apparatus design and department philosophies. The majority of soft sleeves measure
15-30 feet in length. Hard suction hose is primarily used to draft water from a static
water source. Extinguisher hose is hose used on large fire extinguishers. It can be
found on stationary, wheeled, or vehicle-mounted units. There are two groups of
extinguisher hose; conventional hose used for pressures under 400psi, and highpressure hose used for pressures up to 1,250psi.
Modern fire hose is constructed by four basic methods. It is manufactured in different
configurations such as single-jacket, double-jacket, rubber-lined, thermoplastic-lined, or
hard rubber non-collapsing, to name a few. The four basic types of hose, based on
method of construction are:
•
•
•
•

Woven-Jacket Hose
Rubber-Covered Hose
Braided Hose
Wrapped Hose
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Woven-Jacket Hose
There are two types of woven-jacket hose: lined and unlined. Unlined hose refers to
hose manufactured with no inside liner or tube. This hose simply consists of an outer
woven jacket. This type of hose is used in forestry and standpipe occupancy hose
applications. Lined hose is more widely used and can be found in forestry and
structural firefighting applications. Lined hose consists of
a single or double woven-jacket with a liner or tube. The
lining in jacketed hose is constructed of either compound
rubber or synthetic thermoplastic materials that are
lightweight and high in tensile strength. A phenomenon,
called the vortex effect, occurs when water is placed in
motion. This effect causes water to move in a clockwise
direction, due to the earth's rotation on its axis. This
effect will also cause a hose under pressure to elongate
and twist to the right (clockwise). Jackets for rubber-lined fire hose are made on a
circular loom with shuttles that follow a circular path and weave a seamless tube or
jacket by traveling through a number of lengthwise cords known as the warp. The warp
cords protect the hose lining from pressure and abrasion. The shuttles hold the filler
cords and deposit these cords in the jacket similar to a coiled spring. The filler cords
protect the hose lining from pressure and twist. These jackets are woven in a
continuous length and are later cut in sections of required length.
The liner in jacket-woven hose reduces friction loss caused by the passage of water
through the hose at high velocity. The function of the woven jacket is to protect the liner
from damage and provide strength to the hose section. Woven-jacket hose may be
single jacket or double jacket depending on the desired protection level required of the
liner. Woven-jacket hose is made from cotton, rubber, synthetic materials, or a
combination of these materials. The liner and outer jacket are bonded or vulcanized
together with an adhesive activated by steam and heat.
Woven hose is lined with a composition rubber tube, although some neoprene or chloroprene tubes are used. Natural rubber is seldom used for present-day manufacturing
of fire hose tubing, but all types of artificial rubber are still commonly referred to as
rubber. The method by which the inner tube is formed is either by an extrusion process
called "extruded tubes" or by a lapping process called "calendared tubes”. Extruded
tubes are produced by squeezing rubber through a circular die from a screw-fed
machine similar to a meat grinder. The diameter and wall thickness is determined by
the design of the circular die.
Calendered tubes are produced from a flat sheet stock cut to the correct width. The
edges are then folded flat and vulcanized to form a cylinder. There may be several
layers of flat sheet stock used, but the wall thickness is determined by the gauge of
each rubber sheet and the diameter is determined by the width of the flat sheet stock.
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Rubber-Covered Hose
In an effort to produce a lightweight yet durable hose,
manufacturers have developed a rubber-covered hose.
This type of hose has no definable liner or jacket. In fact,
the traditional liner and jacket look to be one. The two
most common processes used for producing rubbercovered hose are: through the weave and the three-ply
process. Through-the-weave process is accomplished by
passing a single, circular-woven fabric tube through an
extrusion machine that coats the tube with a rubberized
material. Another way to produce rubber-covered hose is to vulcanize the inside of a
circular-woven fabric tube with nitrile rubber, then coat the outside with a protective
layer of synthetic rubber. Rubber-covered hose is easily identified because it lacks the
appearance of an outside woven jacket.
Braided Hose
Braided hose is used in the manufacturing of fire
extinguisher hose and booster hose. Braided hose is a
rigid, non-collapsible hose made of several alternate
layers of braided yarn and rubber. The production of
braided hose is similar to the three-ply process used in
the manufacturing of rubber-covered hose. It is often
referred to as reinforced, rubber-covered, rubber-lined
hose. If it is required to withstand extremely high
pressures, the jacket is reinforced with a wire mesh. The
braided jacket gives the hose extra strength and durability.
Wrapped Hose
Hard suction hose, also known as intake hose, is
constructed by wrapping several layers of diagonally cut
fabric around an extruded rubber tube.
A rubber
compound is applied between the layers to hold them in
place. A heavy gauge wire is coiled around the hose
between the layers to prevent collapse of the hose during
drafting operations. Wrapped hose is heavy and not very
flexible. Some hard suction hose is made in a corrugated
design to make them more flexible.
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COUPLING CONSTRUCTION
Hose couplings are made of either brass or aluminum alloy. Couplings made of brass
are durable and resistant to corrosion. But brass couplings are heavier than aluminum
alloy and are more susceptible to stretching and elongation when dropped, especially if
dropped while uncoupled. Couplings made of aluminum alloy are lighter than brass, are
stronger than brass, and are less susceptible to damage when dropped.
A
disadvantage of aluminum alloy couplings is that it is more vulnerable to corrosion than
brass. However, aluminum alloy couplings are the most common found in today’s
modern fire service. Couplings are manufactured using one of three methods: casting,
extruded, and forged.

Casting
A cast coupling is made by pouring molten metal into a mold and then allowing it to
cool. The cast is removed from the mold creating a coupling requiring limited finish
work. Cast couplings are the weakest of the three types of coupling manufactured,
because the metal molecules are less densely arranged.
Extruded
Extruded couplings are made by passing molten metal through an extrusion machine.
This process creates a coupling stronger than a cast coupling. The pressure of the
extrusion machine compresses metal molecules into a more dense arrangement. With
this process, the molten metal is extruded through a die with the required lug-shaped
protrusions. The tube is cut into sections and a threaded surfaced is machined on the
end. Extruded couplings are the most widely used today.
Forged
Forged couplings are made by pounding a hot metal pellet into a forging die forming a
desired shape. Dropped forge refers to the process where a hammer is raised and
dropped onto the metal as it rests on the forging die. Forging produces a coupling with
the greatest strength because the pounding of metal compresses molecules into an
extremely dense arrangement.
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As mentioned before, there are 10 standard coupling sizes as specified in NFPA 1963,
Standard for Screw Thread and Gaskets for Fire Hose Connections. This standard
specifies the number of threads per inch for each size of coupling:
Size
¾”
1”
1½”
2½”
3”
3½”
4”
4½”
5”
6”

Threads / Inches
8
8
9
7½
6
6
4
4
4
4

The standardized screw thread is called American National Fire Hose Connection
Screw Thread (abbreviated “NH”). Because it is commonly referred to as the “National
Standard Thread”, it is often abbreviated “NST” or “NS”.
Hose couplings are diverse in design; however, there are a few basic rules that apply to
coupling design. One of the most important rules is that couplings be made to resist
detachment when subjected to high pressures. They should not become detached
when pulled or when a charged hose line is dragged into position. Another important
design rule is that couplings have the same inside diameter as the inner surface of the
hose they are attached to.
There are three basic types of hose couplings:
•
•
•

threaded couplings
sexless couplings
snap couplings

Threaded Couplings
One of the oldest, and most widely used, coupling design used in the fire service is the
threaded coupling. This design consists of a spiral thread on the face of two distinctly
different couplings. A male coupling thread is on the exterior surface, while a female
thread is on the interior surface of a free-turning ring called a swivel. The swivel permits
connecting two sections of hose without twisting the entire hose. Hose is manufactured
with a male coupling on one end and a female coupling on the other end.
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Apparatus and fire equipment are produced with the design philosophy of male
couplings go from the water supply towards the nozzle. Fire hose couplings are coarse,
which aids in connecting the couplings quickly. A flattened angle at the end of the
thread, called a Higbee cut, prevents cross threading when the couplings are
connected. The Higbee indicator is stamped on the exterior of the coupling, and marks
where the Higbee cut begins on the coupling.

Threaded couplings have either lugs or handles to aid in
tightening and loosening couplings. Lugs are located on
both the male and female coupling. Special tools are
available to grip the lugs and aid in making or breaking
connections.
There are three types of lugs: pin,
recessed, rocker. Pin lugs are found on older hose and
resemble small pegs. Recessed lugs are shallow holes
bored into the coupling and are commonly found on
booster hose. Rocker lugs are the most common and
consists of a small rounded rectangle. The rocker lug is designed to allow a firefighter
to grasp the coupling by hand or with a tool, yet, prevent snagging when dragged over
objects. Extended handles are primarily used on larger diameter hose and are located
on the female swivel only.
These handles are
sometimes built into large couplings so they can be
tightened by hand.

Sexless Couplings
The term “sexless coupling” means that there are no distinct male of female couplings,
both ends of the hose are identical. The main advantage with sexless couplings is that
special double male or double female adapters are not needed, thus hose can be laid in
either direction. A disadvantage with sexless couplings is the possibility of a coupling
coming apart if the connection was not made completely. There are two types of
sexless couplings used in the fire service: quarter-turn and Storz. When quarter-turn
couplings are mated, the lugs of one coupling fits over the ring of the other coupling.
They are rotated 90 degrees and locked into position with a gasket between them
creating a seal. Storz couplings are similar to quarter-turn couplings in that they are
joined, rotated, and locked in position. Locking components consists of grooved lugs
and insert rings built into the face of each coupling swivel. When mated, the lugs of
each coupling fit into recesses in the opposing coupling ring, then slide into a locking
position behind the ring with a one-third turn.
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Snap Couplings
Another coupling design is the snap coupling, although not in widespread use by the fire
service. Snap couplings have both a male and female component. The female
coupling has a small bowl that fits over the male coupling. Snap couplings interlock
when two spring-loaded hooks on the female coupling engage a ring on the shank of
the male coupling. The advantage of using snap couplings is that hose can be
connected quickly. However, a disadvantage is that the coupling hooks tend to get
hung up on objects.
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HOW COUPLINGS ARE ATTACHED TO HOSE
A primary requirement of coupling design is its ability to resist detachment from the
hose it has been mounted to when the hose is pressurized, pulled, and dragged. There
are five different methods for attaching couplings to hose:
•
•
•
•
•

Expansion Ring
Collar
Screw-In Expander
Tension Ring
Banding

Expansion Ring
One of the oldest ways to attach a threaded coupling to a
hose involves the use of a malleable metal band called an
expansion ring. The expansion ring, which is slightly
smaller than the hose, is placed inside and flush with the
end of the hose. The hose is pushed into the coupling
hose bowl, and then the expansion ring is expanded
against the hose with a hydraulic expanding device. This
compresses the hose tightly against the inner surface of
the coupling. The expansion ring becomes the same
diameter as the hose lining and does not obstruct the waterway.

Collar
This is the simplest way to attach a coupling to hose. A
shank fits inside the hose and is fastened to the hose
with a collar on the exterior of the hose. The collar is
tightened into place with bolts compressing the hose
between the collar and the serrated shank. No special
hydraulic equipment is required, only a small wrench. It
should be noted that with this type of attachment, the
waterway through the coupling is reduced. The collar
method is often used to attach couplings to large
diameter hose.
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Screw-In Expander
Some types of hose, particularly booster hose, have
threaded couplings attached with expanders that are
screwed into place.
The screw-in expander is a
component of the coupling, which is made of two pieces
– a shell, and an expander. The coupling is attached to
the hose by placing the shell over the hose end, then
screwing the expander into the hose until it seats against
the face of the shell. This compresses the hose tightly
against the serrations inside the shell.
Tension Ring
This method is similar to the collar method. A shank, with serrated grooves, fits inside
the hose end. A nylon sleeve with ridges that correspond to the grooves on the shank
is placed on the hose directly over the shank grooves. A tension ring is then placed
over the nylon sleeve and is tightened with bolts. As the bolts are tightened, the ridges
on the nylon sleeve compress the hose against the grooves on the shank.
Banding
A coupling rarely found in the fire service is attached to the hose with tightly wound
bands of narrow-gauge wire or steel bands. In this case, a coupling shank, with
serrated grooves, is placed inside the hose end. The wire, or bands, are tightened on
the outside of the hose compressing the hose between the banding material and the
shank. The banding material is aligned with the shank grooves to prevent the coupling
from detaching under pressure.
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HOSE & COUPLING MAINTENANCE
Hose is one of the most essential types of equipment carried on firefighting apparatus.
Therefore, it must be well maintained and cared for. Properly maintained hose will
prolong the life of the hose, minimize costly replacement, and reduce the risk of failure
when used on an emergency incident.
The standard for hose and coupling
maintenance can be found in NFPA 1962, Standard for the Care, Use and Maintenance
of Fire Hose Including Connections and Nozzles.
There are four categories of hose damage:
•
•
•
•

Mechanical
Heat & Cold
Mildew & Mold
Chemical

Mechanical
Mechanical damage occurs when an object contacts the hose and cuts, abrades, tears,
or stresses the jacket and/or liner. Pulling the hose over sharp objects, storing tools or
equipment on top of the hose, driving over the hose, water hammer, and chafing of the
hose because of the vibration from a pumper can all cause this type of damage. Hose
may be damaged when dirty hose is reloaded on apparatus. The dirt and grit on the
hose causes damage to the outer jacket fibers, much like sandpaper.
Heat & Cold Damage
Heat damage can occur when the hose comes in contact with hot objects like that found
in fire debris. Hot objects can cause charring, melting, or weakening of the outer
surface of the hose. It will also dry the inner lining and promote cracking. Hose can
also become damaged when exposed to freezing temperatures or freezing water. The
freezing water inside the hose causes the hose to expand and split or separate from
couplings. Hose exposed to freezing temperatures will become brittle and susceptible
to cracking. Preventing the freezing of water in or on hose can be accomplished by
keeping the water flowing within the hose.
Mildew & Mold Damage
Mildew and mold is the presence of a fungus on hose. The ideal condition for hose to
mildew is when there is moisture in the outer hose jacket fibers. Mildew weakens the
hose jacket as the fungus consumes the fibers. This type of damage can be avoided by
completely drying hose before storing or reloading. If mildew or mold is discovered on
hose, it should be washed immediately. Scrub the jacket with a mild soap solution and
dry completely. Inspect the hose a few days later to ensure the mildew is gone.
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Chemical Damage
Many chemicals, both gaseous and liquid, are damaging to hose. These chemicals
tend to break down the protective covering of hose. Firefighters should avoid laying
hose in chemicals such as gasoline, oil, battery acid, or any other suspected chemical.
Hose should be cleaned as soon as possible after use.
It should be scrubbed with a brush or broom along with
a high-pressure stream of water. A mild soap may be
used if the hose was exposed to gasoline, oil, or other
chemical. This laborious task will help break away the
chemical bonds between the hose jacket and
contaminates. The hose should be rinsed thoroughly
after a soap washing to remove all traces of
contaminates and soap.
Couplings become damaged usually through rough
handling such as being dropped or run over by vehicles.
Dropping a coupling, especially one made of brass, may
cause the coupling to become out-of-round. This type of
damage is more likely to occur when the coupling is
disconnected.
Therefore, couplings should not be
dropped unless they are connected with another coupling.
Every effort should be taken to avoid damage to hose
caused by the weight of a vehicle. If a vehicle must drive
over a section of hose, the vehicle should be directed away from the couplings and
proceed slowly. Couplings should be inspected after each use. They may be cleaned
with water or a mild soap when exposed to chemicals. Assure the female swivel turns
freely and apply dry graphite if lubrication is needed. Damaged threads may be
smoothed with a file by removing burrs. Always check for a gasket in the female
coupling prior to storing or loading the hose.
Identification Of Hose
The intended use for hose can be determined by its
diameter, length, construction type, or color. To keep
required records of hose tests, repairs, and an inventory,
it is necessary to permanently identify each section of
hose. Some departments use color-coding, numbers, die
stamping, or an alphanumerical identification system.
A hose record is a case history of the hose section from the time it was purchased to
the time it is discarded. Records can be kept on cards, log sheets, or computers.
Information should include the date of purchase, the name of the manufacturer, date
and results of periodic tests, miscellaneous comments, and the hose identifier.
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Hose Testing
A rupture in a hose line during fire fighting operations will be detrimental to the
extinguishment of a fire. There are two types of tests performed on hose: acceptance
testing, and service testing. The manufacturer at the request of the buyer performs
acceptance testing. The acceptance test is usually performed prior to shipping. This
type of testing is rigorous and should not be attempted by a local fire department.
Service testing of hose should occur upon delivery and annually thereafter. Upon
delivery, all new hose is tested and examined in detail to ensure compliance with
department specifications. The hose identification number should be verified and
recorded. If the manufacturer did not imprint a hose identification number on the hose,
a new number shall be issued.
All hose within the department must be accounted for and tested according to an annual
test schedule. During hose testing, personnel shall wear the required safety clothing
and equipment. Hose lengths may rupture or pull out of their couplings with
considerable force under test pressures. Therefore, All personnel should stand clear of
the hose and couplings during testing.
Hose Repair
Defective hose should be cleaned, drained, dried, rolled, and tagged with information
regarding the defect. The tagged information shall include the person reporting the
damage, the date, the hose identification number, and a description of the damage.
The location of the damage shall be cut or marked with a rag, and the hose rolled into
an out of service roll. Report of the damage shall be forwarded to the person
responsible for hose repairs.
Personnel that have been properly trained in hose repair should make all repairs. A
great source of information on the procedures used during hose repair can be found in
IFSTA, Hose Practices. In many cases, it may be necessary to shorten the length of a
hose to complete a repair. The minimum length to which hose can be shortened is 80%
of its intended length. Hose shall be repaired to usable lengths currently in use by the
department before discarding. That is, a 50’ section of damaged 2½ “ hose may be
repaired into a 20’ section used as a soft sleeve and the remaining hose discarded.
Hose record documentation must be maintained when hose is repaired and/or
discarded.
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HOSE ROLLS
Hose is rolled for ease of storing, carrying, and deployment in emergency and nonemergency situations. Some hose rolls will provide for more effective fire ground
operations and efficient cleanup. There are several methods for rolling hose; in all
methods care must be used to protect couplings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

In-Service Roll
Donut Roll (One Person or Two Person)
Double Donut Roll
Out of Service Roll
Large Diameter Hose Roll
Drain & Carry

In-Service Roll
An in-service roll, also referred to as a straight roll or storage roll, is used for storing
clean, dry hose in the station’s hose racks or used for transporting dirty hose to the
station for cleaning. In many situations, it is used to remove water and air so that the
hose may be reloaded on apparatus prior to leaving an emergency scene. An inservice roll can be rolled and deployed by a single person with relative ease. The
primary advantage of the service roll is its protection of the male coupling.
Order of Operations – In-Service Roll
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for
rolling. Lay hose out flat and straight on a clean
surface.

2. Roll hose. Begin at
male coupling and
tightly fold coupling
onto top of hose.
Continue to roll hose
towards
female
coupling. Keep hose
edges aligned.
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3. Complete roll. Do not roll hose over female coupling. Lay hose roll on its side
and wrap female coupling into roll. Tamp out protruding coils by stepping on hose
roll.

Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment. Stand hose roll on

end with female coupling on the ground. Straddle
the roll with hands along edges of roll.

2. Unroll hose.

Keep roll aligned and hose straight.
Protect male coupling as it is unrolled.

In-Service Roll Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 01
Donut Roll
Like the in-service roll, the donut roll is commonly used for storing hose. However, the
donut roll is different from the in-service roll because both couplings are on the outside
of the roll. It is easier to unroll the hose for loading into the hose bed or for advancing a
hose line because it takes less distance to completely deploy the roll. The donut roll
can be accomplished by one person or by two people working together. The twoperson method is utilized only for preparing the roll. Deploying a donut roll prepared by
two people should be deployed using the one-person method.
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Order of Operations – Donut Roll (One-Person)
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for rolling. Lay hose out flat and
straight on a clean surface.
2. Align the male and female couplings. Pick up
either the male or female coupling and place on
ground next to the opposite coupling. Keep the
parallel segments of hose flat.

3. Roll hose. Face couplings from loop end. Begin
roll with a bight in the hose on the male side. The
bight should be started 30” from the loop on 2½ “
hose, and 18” from the loop on 1½” & 1¾” hose.
Continue to roll hose towards male coupling. Keep
hose edges aligned.
4. Complete roll. Do not roll hose over male coupling. Lay hose roll on its side and
wrap female coupling around roll covering male coupling. Female coupling should
end approximately 180 degrees from male coupling. Tamp out protruding coils by
stepping on hose roll.

Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment. Stand hose roll on

end with female coupling on top facing forward.
Place female coupling on ground behind hose roll.
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Grasp male coupling in one hand and anchor female coupling with foot.
2. Unroll hose. Yell “HOSE”. Lift male coupling up and away quickly. Straighten
out hose and place couplings on ground.
Donut Roll (One-Person) Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 02
Order of Operations – Donut Roll (Two-Person)
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for
rolling. Lay hose out flat and straight on a clean
surface.

2. Double the hose back on top of itself. Pick up the male coupling and place it
on top of the hose, approximately 4-5’ from female coupling. Assure the stacked
hose edges are aligned.
3. Roll hose. Firefighter #1 faces couplings from loop end. Begin roll by starting at
the loop. Firefighter #2 faces Firefighter #1 and keeps the hose edges aligned
while pulling the slack hose back ahead of the roll.

4. Complete roll.
Do not roll hose over male
coupling. Lay hose roll on its side and wrap female
coupling around roll covering male coupling.
Female coupling should end approximately 180
degrees from male coupling. Tamp out protruding
coils by stepping on hose roll.
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Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment. Stand hose roll on end with female coupling on

top facing forward. Place female coupling on ground behind hose roll. Grasp
male coupling in one hand and anchor female coupling with foot.
2. Unroll hose.

Yell “HOSE”. Lift male coupling up
and away quickly. Straighten out hose and place
couplings on ground.

Donut Roll (Two-Person) Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 03
Double Donut Roll
The double donut roll is commonly referred to as the twin donut roll. The double donut
roll is smaller in height but wider than a standard donut roll. It is best used for smaller
diameter hoses and is the preferred method for storing 100’ sections of 1½“ single
jacket hose. The double donut roll can be deployed by holding both couplings and
pitching the roll away so that it unrolls.
Order of Operations – Double Donut Roll
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for
rolling. Lay hose out flat and straight on a clean
surface.

2. Align the male and female couplings. Pick up
either the male or female coupling and place on
ground next to the opposite coupling. To prevent
the hose roll from falling apart, it may be necessary
to cross the segments of hose at a point one-third
along their length, then cross back the segments at
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a point two-thirds along their length. Keep the parallel
segments of hose flat.
3. Roll hose. Face couplings from loop end. Begin roll
by rolling the looped end over to form two small coils.
Continue to roll hose towards couplings, forming a
double roll. Keep hose edges aligned.

4. Complete roll. Do not roll hose over couplings. Pick
up hose roll so that couplings are on top. With the roll
in an upright position, secure roll with rubber strap.

Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment. Remove rubber strap.

Pick up roll by holding both couplings in one hand and
the roll with the other hand.
2. Unroll hose. Yell “HOSE” and unroll hose similar to a

person bowling a ball.
Maintain grasp of both
couplings. Straighten out hose and place couplings on
ground.
Double Donut Roll Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 04
Out of Service Roll
The out of service roll is used when a section of hose or its couplings have been
damaged. It is a roll that helps identify when hose is out of service. Easy identification
of damaged hose reduces the possibility of accidentally placing the hose into service.
The out of service roll is also referred to as the “damaged hose roll”.
Order of Operations – Out of Service Roll
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for
rolling. Lay hose out flat and straight on a clean
surface.
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2. Roll hose. Begin at female coupling and tightly fold
coupling onto top of hose. Continue to roll hose over
towards male coupling. Keep hose edges aligned.
3. Complete roll. Do not roll hose over male coupling.
Lay hose roll on its side and tie an overhand knot at
the male end. Tamp out protruding coils by stepping
on hose roll.

4. Tag

hose.
Attach a tag with the following
information: person reporting the damage, date, hose
identification number, and description of damage.
Damage may be marked with a cut, marker, or rag.
responsible person.
documentation.

5. Notify

Complete proper

Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment.

Remove knot.
Stand hose roll on end with male coupling on the
ground. Straddle the roll with hands along edges of
roll.

2. Unroll hose.

Keep roll aligned and hose straight.
Protect female coupling as it is unrolled.

Out of Service Roll Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 05
Large Diameter Hose Roll
The rolling of large diameter hose (LDH) can be challenging and may produce a very
heavy roll. This is especially true when rolling 100’ lengths of LDH and is usually not
done with 50’ sections. Once rolled, two people may carry it by placing a bar through
the center of the roll. The LDH roll may be used for storage or for preparing hose to be
reloaded on apparatus. This roll is a hybrid of the straight roll and the out of service roll.
It is a straight roll with the male coupling exposed, and an out of service roll without a
knot or damage. The LDH roll is preferred because it places the male coupling in the
firefighter’s hand; allowing for easy reloading into a supply bed on apparatus. It is not
completely unrolled prior to loading, that is, it is loaded directly from the roll as it turns.
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Order of Operations – Large Diameter Hose Roll
Preparation-Rolling
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose for
rolling. Lay hose out flat and straight on a clean
surface. Drain water if necessary.

2. Roll hose. Begin at female coupling and tightly fold
coupling onto top of hose. Continue to roll hose over
towards male coupling. Keep hose edges aligned.

3. Complete roll. Do not roll hose over male coupling.

Lay hose roll on its side and wrap male coupling into
roll. Tamp out protruding coils by stepping on hose
roll.

Deployment
1. Prepare hose for deployment. Stand hose roll on

end with male coupling on the ground facing loading
objective. Place bar through center of hose or
straddle the roll with hands along edges of roll.

2. Unroll hose.

Keep roll aligned and hose straight.
Protect female coupling as it is unfolded.

Large Diameter Hose Roll Grading Sheet – Fire Hose
Form 06
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Drain & Carry
A quick and easy way to drain water from a section of hose and prepare for reloading is
the drain & carry. This technique is an efficient method for draining water, while at the
same time, placing it on one’s shoulder. A disadvantage of the drain & carry is that by
not rolling the hose section, air and small amounts of water can remain in the reloaded
hose.
Order of Operations – Drain & Carry
Preparation-Loading
1. Firefighter repeats order and prepares hose. Lay hose out.
2. Pick up hose. Face hose section from either coupling. Place coupling in front of
body at waist level. Walk towards other end of hose feeding hose onto shoulder
while draining water. Fold hose back and forth on shoulder preventing loops to go
beyond knee level. Do not pull hose.

3. Complete carry.

The opposite coupling should be
placed on top of hose load in front of body. Secure
load with one hand while walking towards objective.

Deployment
1. Place hose load on ground. Grasp hose load with
both hands squeezing couplings together.
2. Prepare hose for reloading. Organize hose.
Drain & Carry Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 07
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COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING HOSE
The term coupling and uncoupling hose can refer to the process of attaching a male or
female coupling to a hose section, or to the process of connecting and disconnecting
two hose sections. In this section, we are referring to the latter. The process of
coupling and uncoupling hose sections together is, for the most part, a simple matter of
screwing together a threaded male and female hose coupling to make a continuous
water way. The need for speed and accuracy under emergency conditions requires that
specific techniques be used. In many cases, nozzles and fittings may be attached and
detached using the same techniques for coupling and uncoupling hose. The following
methods should be used when coupling and uncoupling hose:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foot-Tilt Method
Two-Person Method
One-Person Speed Method
Knee-Press Method (Tight Coupling)
Two-Person Stiff Arm Method (Tight Coupling)
Utilizing Spanners Method (Tight Coupling)

Foot-Tilt Method
The foot-tilt method is a simple method for coupling and uncoupling hose sections. It is
to be quickly performed by one person. It is important to align the flat sides of the hose
sections to be coupled. Reverse the order of operations to uncouple hose using the
foot-tilt method.
Order of Operations – Foot-Tilt Method

1. Firefighter repeats order and places couples on ground.
Prepare couplings to be connected.
2. Tilt up male coupling. Stand facing the two couplings and
place left foot on hose directly behind the male coupling.

3. Grasp female coupling. Hold female swivel in right hand and
support hose with left hand.
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4. Check gasket, swivel, and threads. Visualize and feel for a gasket, assure female swivel turns
freely, and male coupling threads are clean and free of damage. Yell “GASKET, SWIVEL,
THREADS”.
5. Connect couplings. Turn female swivel clockwise onto male threads until tight. Female swivel
may be turned counter-clockwise until [Higbee] click is heard, then proceed to turn swivel
clockwise until tightened.
Foot-Tilt Method Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 08

Two-Person Method
When there are sufficient personnel available, two people may work together to connect
or disconnect hose sections. It is important to align the flat sides of the hose sections to
be coupled.
Order of Operations – Two-Person Method

1. Firefighter repeats order and grasps couplings. Each
person holds one of the opposing couplings at waist level
while facing each other.

2. Check gasket, swivel, and threads. Person holding the
female coupling visualizes and feels for a gasket, assures female swivel turns freely, and male
coupling threads are clean and free of damage. Yell “GASKET, SWIVEL, THREADS”.

3. Connect couplings. The person holding the male coupling
looks away from couplings. The person holding the female
swivel aligns couplings and turns the female swivel
clockwise onto male threads until tight. Female swivel may
be turned counter-clockwise until [Higbee] click is heard,
then proceed to turn swivel clockwise until tightened.

Two-Person Method Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 09
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One-Person Speed Method

The one-person speed method is a simple variation of the foot-tilt method. It allows a
person to quickly connect or break a coupling without placing it on the ground. This
method is particularly suitable for use in bad weather because couplings are lifted clear
of mud or water on the ground. It is important to align the flat sides of the hose sections
to be coupled. It is also a popular method used during progressive hose lays on
wildland incidents. Reverse the order of operations to uncouple hose using the oneperson speed method.

Order of Operations – One-Person Speed Method

1. Firefighter repeats order and grasps couplings. Hold
male coupling tightly in left hand. Hold female coupling in
right hand with fingers against rocker lugs.

2. Check gasket, swivel, and threads. Visualize and feel for
a gasket, assure female swivel turns freely, and male
coupling threads are clean and free of damage. Yell
GASKET, SWIVEL, THREADS”.

3. Connect couplings. Spin female swivel clockwise onto male
threads while rotating male coupling counter-clockwise.
Release lugs and rotate entire assembly back to a neutral
position. Continue back and forth until coupling is tight.
Female swivel may be turned counter-clockwise until [Higbee]
click is heard, then proceed to turn swivel clockwise until
tightened.

One-Person Speed Method Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 10
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Knee-Press Method (Tight Coupling)

Sometimes a coupling is encountered that cannot be broken using the foot-tilt method,
two-person method, or one-person speed method. In situations where no spanners are
available, an alternative method for breaking a tight coupling by a single person is the
knee-press method. Once the tight coupling is broken free, the foot-tilt method is used
to complete the operation.

Order of Operations – Knee-Press Method (Tight Coupling)

1. Firefighter repeats order and stands coupling on end.
Position male coupling on bottom and female coupling on
top.

2. Press right knee onto coupling. Position right knee on
shank of female coupling. Place left hand on female shank
and right hand on female swivel. Press down with knee
compressing gasket.

3. Snap female swivel quickly. Turn female swivel counter-clockwise as body weight is applied to
coupling.

4. Uncouple connection. Utilize foot-tilt method to complete operation.

Knee Press Method (Tight Coupling) Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 11
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Two-Person Stiff Arm Method (Tight Coupling)

This method of breaking a tight coupling uses the principle of leverage. In this case,
two people work together by keeping their arms straight, and use the rigid position of
their arms like levers. Once the tight coupling is broken free, the two-person method is
used to complete the operation.
Order of Operations – Two-Person Stiff Arm Method (Tight Coupling)

1. Firefighter repeats order and grasps coupling. Each
person holds one of the opposing coupling ends at waist level
while facing each other.

2. Compress coupling. Each person locks their elbows and
presses the coupling towards the other person in order to
compress the gasket.

3. Loosen coupling. Keep arms stiff, and use the weight of
both bodies to loosen connection by leaning to the left.

4. Uncouple connection.
complete operation.

Utilize two-person method to

Two-Person Stiff Arm Method (Tight Coupling) Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 12
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Utilizing Spanners Method (Tight Coupling)

The easiest way to loosen a tight coupling is the use of spanner wrenches. Two
spanner wrenches should be used - one on the male coupling and the other spanner
wrench on the female coupling. Once the tight coupling is broken free, the foot-tilt
method is used to complete the operation.
Order of Operations – Utilizing Spanners Method (Tight Coupling)

1. Firefighter repeats order and positions spanners. Place
coupling on ground. Place one spanner wrench across lugs
on male coupling and other spanner wrench across lugs on
female swivel.
2. Loosen coupling. Hold male coupling in place with
spanner wrench. Rotate female swivel counter-clockwise
with other spanner wrench. Keep hands open to prevent
pinching fingers between wrench and ground.

3. Uncouple connection. Utilize foot-tilt method to complete operation.

Utilizing Spanners Method (Tight Coupling) Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 13
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BASIC HOSE LOADS AND GUIDELINES
Hose is used in two basic ways: in a supply capacity it transports water from the source
to the pump; in an attack capacity it transports water from the pump to the nozzle(s).
Threaded-coupling hose should be arranged in the hose bed so that when the hose is
laid, the end with the female coupling is towards the water source and the end with the
male coupling is towards the fire. All threaded appliances and fittings are constructed
following this philosophy.
Hose is loaded into a hose bed with either a male or female coupling ending on top of
the load. When hose is arranged with a female coupling at the top, we may refer to this
as a supply load or supply bed. When hose is arranged with a male coupling ending on
top of the load, we may refer to this as an attack load or attack bed.
There are three basic hose load choices when a conventional hose bed is used:
•
•
•

Flat - hose loaded flat with edges on sides and folds aligned
Accordion – like flat but loaded on edges with folds aligned
Horseshoe – hose load resembles a horseshoe

Some hose bed loads may consist of a combination of these loads. These hose loads
can be used in a standard hose bed or in a bed that has been “split” with partitions.
Dividing the hose bed into separate sections permits the option of laying a single line or
laying multiple lines at the same time. Sometimes hose from separate beds is
interconnected permitting the entire compliment of both beds to be laid in one long lay.
If dual lines are laid, the coupling between the beds is first disconnected so that the
couplings from the top of both beds can be pulled to start the lay.
When loading hose, a few basic guidelines should be followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When possible, load clean, dry hose
Assure ground is clear of dirt and debris before laying out hose to be loaded
Check for the presence of gaskets in all swivels
Connect hose so that the edges are in the same plane
Hand-tighten all connections
Load the hose so that couplings will pull off without flipping over. This may
require a Dutchman in the hose (see explanation below)
Load hose with couplings towards front of bed to save space
Avoid packing hose too tightly
Keep folds at edge of bed and neatly organized, do not place couplings too
close to folds
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A Dutchman is placed into the hose load to prevent a
coupling from flipping over when the hose is pulled from
the bed. It consists of a small section of hose folded back
on itself next to a coupling. The Dutchman is placed on
the side of the coupling opposite the direction that the
hose would normally be pulled from the bed.
A
Dutchman is not required in a hose bed where the hose
may be deployed in either direction; such as a transverse
preconnect.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Communication is a vital component during all phases of fire ground operations. Poor
communications can have a detrimental effect on the fire fighting operation and result in
property damage or injury to firefighting personnel. Clear communications shall be
standardized and understood by all personnel when laying hose lines or operating
nozzles. The preferred method of communication is via portable radio or face-to-face.
Some situations require apparatus operators to signal the need for water by using the
air horn. Two short blasts of the air horn are done any time an apparatus operator is
requesting a hose to be charged. The person receiving this request shall acknowledge
the apparatus operator via portable radio or hand signal.
Many situations require hand signals, with an accompanying verbal announcement. As
with all forms of communication, the use of hand signals requires acknowledgment from
the person being communicated to. This is accomplished with the receiver repeating
the hand signal back to the sender. There are five standard hand signals used when
working with hoselines:
•
•
•
•
•

Charge The Line
Increase Pressure
Decrease Pressure
Shut Down The Line
Pick Up Hose

Charge The Line
This hand signal is utilized any time a firefighter is ready for a hose line to be charged
with water. It is used when charging supply lines from fire hydrants, relay hose lines
between apparatus, and attack hoses readied to fight fire. Remember, two air horn
blasts from an apparatus can be used to signal the need for a hose line to be charged.
Prior to any hose line being charged, the firefighter should make sure all safety
precautions have been completed and a signal is given to acknowledge the request.
Order of Operations – Charge The Line

1. Prepare hoseline. Assure bale, gate, or valve is closed
before requesting water. Position self in preparation for
opening hydrant, bale, or gate when being requested to
charge a hoseline. Straighten out hose near connections.
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2. Give hand signal. Position by facing person to receive signal. Place either arm straight out at
shoulder level with palm up. Wave arm overhead to opposite shoulder and simultaneously yell
“WATER”. Continue hand signal and yell until acknowledged.

Hand Signals Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 14

Increase Pressure
This hand signal is utilized when an increase in pressure is needed in a hoseline. It is
commonly used by a firefighter operating a nozzle. Upon request, firefighters shall
expect an increase of 20psi from the apparatus operator.

Order of Operations – Increase Pressure
1. Prepare hoseline. Assure control of hoseline is maintained. It may be necessary to close bale
prior to hand signal.

2. Give hand signal. Face person to receive signal. Place either arm straight out at shoulder level
with palm up. Raise arm above shoulder, keeping arm straight and simultaneously yell
“INCREASE PRESSURE”. Continue hand signal and yell until acknowledged.

Hand Signals Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 14
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Decrease Pressure

This hand signal is utilized when a decrease in pressure is needed in a hose line. It is
commonly used by a firefighter operating a nozzle. Upon request, firefighters shall
expect a decrease of 20psi from the apparatus operator.

Order of Operations – Decrease Pressure

1. Prepare hose line. Assure control of hose line is maintained. It may be necessary to close bale
prior to hand signal.
2. Give hand signal. Face person to receive signal. Place either arm straight out at shoulder level
with palm down. Lower arm to knee, keeping arm straight and simultaneously yell “DECREASE
PRESSURE”. Continue hand signal and yell until acknowledged.

Hand Signals Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 14
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Shut Down The Line

This hand signal is utilized when the water supplying a hoseline needs to be shut off. It
is commonly used by a firefighter operating a hoseline or when the supply line from a
fire hydrant needs to be turned off.
Order of Operations – Shut Down The Line

1. Prepare hoseline. Assure a safe position is taken prior to
shutting down the water supply. It may be necessary to close
the bale on a nozzle prior to hand signal.

2. Give hand signal. Face person to receive signal. Place either arm straight out at shoulder level
with palm down. Lower arm downward across both knees to opposite shoulder. Keep arm
straight and simultaneously yell “SHUT DOWN”.
Continue hand signal and yell until
acknowledged.

Hand Signals Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 14
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Pick Up Hose

This hand signal is utilized when a hoseline is no longer needed and can be picked up.
This signal is usually initiated by the company officer and follows the signal for shutting
down a hoseline.
Order of Operations – Pick Up Hose

1. Prepare hoseline.
been shut off.

Assure water supplying hoseline has

2. Give hand signal. Face person to receive signal. Place
either arm straight out at shoulder level. Wave arm in a
circular motion in front of body crossing knees and overhead,
a full circle. Keep arm straight and simultaneously yell “PICK
UP HOSE”.
Continue hand signal and yell until
acknowledged.

Hand Signals Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 14
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SUPPLY HOSE LAYS
Supply hose lays are just that; hose lays intended to supply water to the apparatus.
Supply hose can be found in lengths of 50 or 100 feet. Once the hose has been
removed from the bed, the hose is disconnected at the nearest coupling and connected
to the intake suction of the pump. In some situations, supply bed hose may be used as
attack hose.
There are five basic hose lays for supply hose:
•
•
•
•
•

Forward Lay
Spotting a Hydrant
Stationary Lay
Reverse Lay
Split Lay

Forward Lay
With the forward lay, the apparatus lays hose from a water source, such as a hydrant, to
the fire location. This method consists of the apparatus stopping at a hydrant permitting
a firefighter to step off the apparatus and safely anchor the supply hose. The apparatus
then proceeds to the fire location with hose paying out of the hose bed. The firefighter
connects the hose to the hydrant and opens the valve supplying water to the apparatus.
The primary advantage of this hose lay is the placement of the apparatus at the fire
location allowing for rapid deployment of attack lines and quick access to fire
equipment. A disadvantage is the temporary unavailability of the firefighter at the
hydrant delaying another tactical assignment.
Order of Operations – Forward Lay
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.

2. Acquire hydrant wrench and pull hose. Assure hydrant
wrench accompanies hose. Place end of supply hose over
hydrant-side shoulder with coupling against chest.
Yell
“HOSE” and step forward off tailboard towards hydrant.
Proceed 6’ past apparatus-side of hydrant.
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3. Wrap hydrant. Place one full wrap around hydrant with
hose crossing self between hydrant and apparatus.
Firefighter attempts to position self in view of side mirror.
Pull snug holding hose with both hands.

4. Anchor hose and order apparatus away. Give verbal
command and hand signal simultaneously. (Example: Yell “E1
GO” and throw hand pointing towards apparatus)

5. Unwrap hydrant. Assure hose is anchored by it’s own weight
or apparatus has stopped laying hose. Place coupling on
ground next to feet.

6. Connect hose to hydrant. Loosen cap and place hydrant
wrench on stem. Remove cap. If not needed, remove
increaser and place next to hydrant. Straighten hose.

7. Charge hydrant. Return signal for water and slowly charge
hydrant. Open stem fully and rotate back until hydrant wrench
hangs down. (Pre-fill prior to signal only in hose visible and/or
to within 50’ of apparatus)

8. Return to apparatus. Leave hydrant wrench on stem. Follow
hose removing any kinks and position hose for accessibility.
Return unused increaser to apparatus.

Forward Lay Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 15
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Spotting a Hydrant

There are situations that will allow an apparatus to position at the fire location prior to
obtaining a water supply. Sometimes the hydrant may be within a short distance of the
apparatus allowing for the use of a short section of supply hose. This short section of
hose is often referred to as a soft sleeve, suction hose, or intake hose. Most soft
sleeves are 15-30’ in length and can be found in a variety of diameters. They can be
found in a storage tray along the exterior of an apparatus or in a compartment.
Spotting a hydrant refers to the parking of an apparatus at the fire scene enabling it to
connect to a hydrant by using a soft sleeve. The other end of the soft sleeve is
connected to a suction intake located on the apparatus. Typically, the apparatus
operator performs this skill making the firefighter available for another assignment.

Order of Operations – Spotting a Hydrant

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to
soft sleeve hose.
2. Connect soft sleeve hose to apparatus. If necessary,
take hydrant wrench and hose to desired intake – front, side,
or rear. Connect male end of hose to intake.

3. Connect hose to hydrant. While carrying hydrant wrench, advance female end of hose to
hydrant. Loosen cap and place hydrant wrench on stem. Remove cap. Straighten hose.
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4. Charge hydrant. Slowly charge hydrant. Open stem fully
and rotate back until hydrant wrench hangs down.

5. Return to apparatus. Leave hydrant wrench on stem.
Remove any kinks. If equipped, bleed air from intake valve.

Spotting the Hydrant Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 16
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Stationary Lay

A stationary lay is when the hose is taken from the hose bed and extended to the water
source, usually a hydrant. The firefighter can extend the supply hose using run backs, a
modified pull, or straight pull.
Run backs are performed by grasping the female coupling located at the top of the hose
bed and pulling it from the bed. The hose is pulled until the next coupling comes out of
the bed or 50’ of hose has been pulled. The coupling is placed on the ground and the
firefighter returns to the hose bed and grasps the next coupling near the hose bed. The
firefighter pulls the hose from the bed and places the coupling next to the first one
removed. This process continues until the desired amount of hose has been removed.
When performing run backs with 100-foot lengths of supply hose, the firefighter will
need to form 50-foot loops with every other run back ending with a coupling.
The modified pull is used when the hydrant is to the side or forward of the parked
apparatus. A firefighter pulls enough hose straight back behind the apparatus to get to
the nearby hydrant. The firefighter turns and advances the hose directly to the hydrant.
The straight pull is when the firefighter can pull the supply hose directly to the hydrant
without the use of run backs.
Order of Operations – Stationary Lay

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to
tailboard.
2. Identify location of hydrant. Determine method to be used
for deploying hose.

3. Acquire hydrant wrench and pull hose. Assure hydrant
wrench accompanies hose. Place end of supply hose over hydrant-side shoulder with coupling
against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off tailboard. Deploy hose using run backs,
modified pull, or straight pull.
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4. Connect hose to hydrant. Loosen cap and place hydrant
wrench on stem. Remove cap. If not needed, remove
increaser and place next to hydrant. Straighten hose. If
required, return to apparatus and connect end of supply
hose to suction intake.

5. Charge hydrant. Return signal for water and slowly charge
hydrant. Open stem fully and rotate back until hydrant
wrench hangs down. (Pre-fill prior to signal only in hose
visible and/or to within 50’ of apparatus)

6. Return to apparatus. Leave hydrant wrench on stem. Follow hose removing any kinks and
position hose for accessibility. Return unused increaser to apparatus.

Stationary Lay Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 17
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Reverse Lay
Another basic type of supply hose lay is the reverse lay. For the most part, the reverse
lay is the opposite of the forward lay. The reverse lay involves laying hose from the
incident to the water source. The reverse lay is the most direct way for setting up a
relay-pumping operation, unmanned portable monitors, supplying an aerial device on
another apparatus, or avoiding the need to drive past a fire to get to a water source. It
can be used when operating in narrow areas such as commercial complexes or
residential alleys. The reverse lay is a great way to lay out attack lines and remove the
apparatus from exposure to the incident.
A reverse lay includes a single hose or dual hoses, 2½” or 4” in diameter. They become
attack lines flowing water from the apparatus back to the incident. The hose bed
chosen to remove the hose from should have enough hose to complete the lay. These
hoses are often connected to reducing appliances so that smaller hose lines can be
used on the fire.
Once the apparatus arrives at the fire scene, firefighters
must pull the appropriate amount of hose and remove
all the necessary equipment, fittings, appliances, and
nozzles. When a reverse lay is performed, whether
single or dual, a standard list of equipment should be
removed from the apparatus every time. This list is
referred to as a standard strip. A standard strip
consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Hose, nozzles, appliances, & adapters
Self-contained breathing apparatus
Halligan bar
Striking tool, such as flat-head axe or sledge hammer
Special request items

The standard strip is placed on the ground near the tailboard on the non-fire side of the
apparatus prior to the engine laying hose. The company officer may order additional
items be removed from the apparatus and placed with the standard strip. It is important
for firefighters to assure all the necessary equipment is with the standard strip prior to
the engine driving away. Once the engine has laid the hose lines, firefighters may begin
to assemble the attack lines as requested by the company officer. During a reverse lay,
no hose line should be left with an open end. That is, a nozzle or gated appliance must
be placed on all hose ends prior to leaving them unattended. During this same time, the
apparatus operator connects the attack lines to the apparatus and obtains a water
supply. The apparatus operator will not charge a hose line without a signal for water
from firefighters. Firefighters need to communicate clearly which hose line should be
charged during a dual reverse.
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Order of Operations – Single Reverse Lay

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to
tailboard.
2. Pull standard strip. Place near tailboard on non-fire side
in a safe location.
Note: During a 4” Single Reverse Lay, 2½” is pulled and
disconnected from the attack bed. This hose is used to
extend from the 4” hose to the objective.

3. Pull 2½” hose.
-4” Single Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of 2½” hose
from attack bed. Step onto tailboard
and place end of attack hose over fireside shoulder with coupling against
chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off
tailboard angling towards objective.
Proceed until first coupling leaves hose
bed. Do not pull 2½” attack hose if
laying to a 4” portable monitor.

4. Perform run backs.
-4” Single Reverse
Place coupling (nozzle) on ground and
turn towards non-fire side. Yell “50” and
return to tailboard. Repeat procedures
until appropriate amount of hose has
been pulled. Uncouple hose at tailboard
using foot-tilt method. Secure male
coupling in hose bed or on tailboard.

-2½” Single Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of 2½” hose from
supply bed. Step onto tailboard and place
end of supply hose over fire-side shoulder
with coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE”
and step forward off tailboard angling
towards objective.
Proceed until first
coupling leaves hose bed.

-2½” Single Reverse
Place coupling on ground and turn towards
non-fire side.
Yell “50” and return to
tailboard.
Repeat
procedures
until
appropriate amount of hose has been
pulled. Do not uncouple hose at tailboard.
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5. Anchor supply line and order apparatus away.
-4” Single Reverse
Pull and anchor 4” supply hose.
Remove increaser, if equipped. Step
onto tailboard and place end of supply
hose over fire-side shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE”
and step forward off tailboard towards
non-fire side of 2½” hose. Remove a
minimum of 50’. Give verbal command
and
hand
signal
simultaneously.
(Example: Yell “E1411 GO” and throw
hand pointing towards apparatus)

-2½” Single Reverse
Anchor 2½” supply hose. Give verbal
command and hand signal simultaneously.
(Example: Yell “E1411 GO” and throw hand
pointing towards apparatus)

6. Attach nozzles, fittings, and adapters. Make connections
working from apparatus towards nozzle. Close all gates. If
using gated appliances, call for water. Give hand signal and
simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 2½” (4”).

7. Place hose line into service. Extend line and call for water if required.

Single Reverse Lay Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 18
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Order of Operations – Dual Reverse Lay

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to
tailboard.

2. Pull standard strip. Place near tailboard on non-fire side in
a safe location.
Note: During a 4” & 2½” Dual Reverse Lay, 2½” is pulled and
disconnected from the attack bed. This hose is used to
extend from the 4” hose to the objective.
3. Pull 2½” hose.
-4” & 2½” Dual Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of 2½” hose
from attack bed. Step onto tailboard
and place end of attack hose over fireside shoulder with coupling against
chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off
tailboard angling towards objective.
Proceed until first coupling leaves hose
bed. Do not pull 2½” hose if laying to a
4” portable monitor.

4. Perform run backs.
-4” & 2½” Dual Reverse
Place coupling (nozzle) on ground and
turn towards non-fire side. Yell “50” and
return to tailboard. Repeat procedures
until appropriate amount of hose has
been pulled. Uncouple hose at tailboard
using foot-tilt method. Secure male
coupling in hose bed or on tailboard.

5. Pull second 2½” hose.
-4” & 2½” Dual Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of hose from
hose bed. Step onto tailboard and place
end of hose over fire-side shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE”
and step forward off tailboard. Proceed
until first coupling leaves hose bed.

-2½” Dual Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of 2½” hose from
hose bed. Step onto tailboard and place
end of hose over fire-side shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and
step forward off tailboard angling towards
objective. Proceed until first coupling leaves
hose bed.

-2½” Dual Reverse
Place coupling on ground and turn towards
non-fire side.
Yell “50” and return to
tailboard.
Repeat procedures until
appropriate amount of hose has been
pulled. Do not uncouple hose at tailboard.

-2½” Dual Reverse
Pull appropriate amount of hose from other
hose bed. Step onto tailboard and place
end of hose over fire-side shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and
step forward off tailboard. Proceed until first
coupling leaves hose bed.
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6. Perform run backs.
-4” & 2½” Dual Reverse
Place coupling (nozzle) on ground and
turn towards non-fire side. Yell “50” and
return to tailboard. Repeat procedures
until appropriate amount of hose has
been pulled. Do not uncouple hose at
tailboard.

7. Anchor supply line and order apparatus away.
-4” & 2½” Dual Reverse
Pull 4” supply hose. Remove increaser,
if equipped. Step onto tailboard and
place end of supply hose over fire-side
shoulder with coupling against chest.
Yell “HOSE” and step forward off
tailboard towards non-fire side of 2½”
hose.
Remove a minimum of 50’.
Anchor both 4” and 2½” hose. Give
verbal command and hand signal
simultaneously. (Example: Yell “E1411
GO” and throw hand pointing towards
apparatus)

Fire Hose
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-2½” Dual Reverse
Place coupling on ground and turn towards
non-fire side.
Yell “50” and return to
tailboard.
Repeat procedures until
appropriate amount of hose has been
pulled. Do not uncouple hose at tailboard.

-2½” Dual Reverse
Anchor both 2½” hoses. Give verbal
command and hand signal simultaneously.
(Example: Yell “E1411 GO” and throw hand
pointing towards apparatus)
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8. Attach nozzles, fittings, and adapters. Make connections working from apparatus towards
nozzle. Close all gates. If using gated appliances, call for water. Give hand signal and
simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 2½” (4”).

9. Place hoseline(s) into service. Extend line(s) and charge. Call for water. Give hand signal and
simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 2½” (4”).

Dual Reverse Lay Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 19
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Split Lay

The term split lay, sometimes called combination lay, “L” lay, or alley lay, can refer to
any one of a number of ways to lay a supply line. In this case, we use the term split lay
to refer to a supply line that requires two apparatus to lay hose and complete the lay.
This can be accomplished by one apparatus making a forward lay from an intersection
or driveway entrance towards the fire. A second apparatus can then complete the lay
by laying a forward lay from the hydrant to the end of the hose, or by starting at the
hose end and laying to the hydrant. Care must be taken to avoid making the lay too
long for the pump’s capacity, hose size, and required gallon per minute. The split lay is
an efficient way to complete a long supply lay that requires a relay-pumping operation
be used. Special attention must be given to the need for adapters when connecting the
two supply hose lines together.

Order of Operations – Split Lay
Apparatus #1
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.
2. Pull hose. Place end of supply hose over shoulder with coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE”
and step forward off tailboard directly behind apparatus. Pull and place end of hose on ground.

3. Place traffic cone at end of supply hose.

4. Anchor hose and order apparatus away. Give verbal
command and hand signal simultaneously. (Example: Yell
“E1 GO” and throw hand pointing towards apparatus)
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5. Return to apparatus. Assure hose is anchored by it’s own
weight or apparatus has stopped laying hose. Report to
company officer.

Apparatus #2
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.

2. Pull hose. Place end of supply hose over shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off
tailboard directly behind apparatus. Proceed 6’ past end of
first supply hose and place on ground.

3. Obtain adapter(s). Check ends of supply hoses to determined needed adapters. Remove
adapters from apparatus and place on ground near end of supply hoses.
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4. Anchor hose and order apparatus away. Give verbal
command and hand signal simultaneously. (Example: Yell
“E2 GO” and throw hand pointing towards apparatus).

5. Connect supply hoses. Assure hose is anchored by it’s
own weight or apparatus has stopped laying hose.

6. Return to apparatus. Follow hose removing any kinks and
position hose for accessibility. Return unused adapters to
apparatus.

Split Lay Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 20
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ATTACK HOSE LAYS
To effectively attack and extinguish a fire, hose lines must be removed from the
apparatus and advanced to the location of the fire. The techniques used to advance
hose lines depend on how the hose is loaded. Attack hose lines may be preconnected
to a discharge or may be assembled by pulling hose from the rear hose bed.
There are eight basic hose lays for attack hose:
Preconnects – Transverse & Rear
2½” Attack Line
2½“ Exposure Line
2½“ Shoulder Load
2½“ to Hose Bundles
Portable Monitors – 4” & 2½”
Transverse Preconnects
Apparatus typically carry several preconnected attack hoselines. These hoselines
already have a nozzle attached, and are preconnected to a pump discharge. By having
preconnected attack lines that are ready to deploy, valuable time can be saved on the
fireground. Locations where these preconnects can be placed on the apparatus
include: rear hose beds, front bumbers, hose reels, and tranverse/cross lays
preconnected hose beds.
The transverse preconnects, also known as the crosslays, are flat loaded into the
transverse preconnect hose beds, using the following hose and nozzle.
Hose Length:
Hose Diameter:
Nozzle Type:

Combination nozzle.

The transverse preconnects are loaded in such a way that the firefighter can use any
one of several deployment methods, and can deploy the line from either side of the
apparatus. The methods are discussed below, and the choice of which method to use
is based on factors encountered on the fireground.
Obstructed Method. The entire transverse preconnect is removed from the bed
apparatus to the fire, the hose pays off the firefighters shoulder until the fire area
is reached. This method is useful when there are numerous obstacles on the
fireground such as narrow walkways, police vehicles, and stairways.
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Unobstructed Method. The transverse preconnect is pulled from the bed onto
the ground, then dragged across the fireground. This method is quick and easy,
and is useful for firegrounds with wide open areas between the apparatus and
the fire area.
Freeway Method. This method is useful when the apparatus is able to park
close to the fire, the fire is typically in front or behind the apparatus, and the fire
very far after it has been charged. This method requires two personnel to
deploy. Examples where this method is useful are vehicle fires along narrow
lanes of traffic and trash fires in narrow alleys.
Order of Operations – Transverse Preconnect
Preparation-Loading
1. Connect hose to discharge. Lay out hose sections
to be loaded. First section may be connected to a
short section of hose already connected to the
discharge.

2. Flat load hose with pull loops. Lay hose flat in bed alternating from side to
side forming two equal stacks. Folds should not extend past hose bed opening.
On 150’ preconnects, replace the second fold on the left stack and the fourth fold
on the right stack with 12”-18” pull loops. On 200’ preconnects, replace the third
fold on the left stack and the fifth fold on the right stack with 12”-18” pull loops.
Both pull loops should hang evenly. Couplings should not be located within pull
loops.
Note: Face hose
bed opening to
determine left or
right stack. Count
folds from bottom to
top, left to right.
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3.

Attach nozzle. Place nozzle in center of hose
bed. Assure bale is closed, set flow, and
adjust pattern to 30 fog.

4. Fold pull loops. Fold pull loops over same-sided hose stack and tuck under top
folds.

Deploying Transverse Preconnect: OBSTRUCTED METHOD

1.Access Pull
Loops. Face hose
bed and pull out
hose loops.

2. Access Nozzle. Grab
loops and pull preconnect
toward edge of bed, until
nozzle is visible and can
be reached.

3. Position
Nozzle. Reach up
and grasp nozzle
with left hand.
Place nozzle on
left side of chest.
First couple feet of
hose is arranged
behind neck.
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4. Prepare to
Shoulder
Transverse
Preconnect.
Grab preconnect
around middle of
load, which is now
near edge of bed.
Do not grab the
bottom folds of
hose, as they may
interfere with
deployment.

5. Shoulder
Transverse
Preconnect.
Tightly squeeze
preconnect with
both hands, then
rotate to left while
flipping preconnect
over and onto right
shoulder. Hose
must be flipped
over during this
step or else load
will not deploy
properly.

6. Advance
Transverse
Preconnect. Yell
“HOSE” and
proceed away
from apparatus.
Allow hose to pay
off of shoulder
while advancing to
fire area.

Deploying Transverse Preconnect: UNOBSTRUCTED METHOD

1.Access Pull
Loops. Face
hose bed and take
out pull loops.

2. Access Nozzle. Pass
right arm through pull
loops, so that right loop is
in bend of right elbow and
left loop held in right palm.
Pull preconnect toward
edge of bed, until nozzle is
visible
and
can
be
reached.

3. Position
Nozzle. Reach up
and grasp nozzle
with left hand.
Face away from
apparatus while
rotating under
nozzle, then place
nozzle on left side
of chest.
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4. Advance
Transverse
Preconnect. Yell
“HOSE” and
proceed away
from apparatus.
While advancing
hose, make sure
that pull loops stay
separated from
each other by
keeping them in
right elbow and
palm.

Fire Hose
Section 611.00

5. Drop First Pull
Loop. Drop the
pull loop being
held in right palm
as soon as
resistance is felt.
After dropping first
pull loop, allow
second pull loop to
slide from elbow
so that it can be
held in right palm.

6. Drop Second
Pull Loop. Drop
the pull loop being
held in right palm
as soon as
resistance is felt.
Continue to
advance to fire
area.

Deploying Transverse Preconnect: FREEWAY METHOD

1.Access Pull Loops.
Face hose bed and take
out pull loops.

2. Access Nozzle. Grab
loops and pull preconnect
toward edge of bed, until
nozzle is visible and can
be reached.

3. Position
Nozzle. Reach up
and grasp nozzle
with left hand.
Face away from
apparatus while
rotating under
nozzle, then place
nozzle on left side
of chest.
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4. Grab Pull Loop. Place
pull loop that is closest to
direction of travel into
right palm. Leave
remaining pull loop in bed
for second firefighter.

Fire Hose
Section 611.00

5. 2nd Firefighter: Grab
remaining Pull Loop2nd
Firefighter: Grab
remaining Pull Loop.
closest to
.

6. Deploy Transverse
Preconnect.
Both firefighters deploy
hose at same time, but
in opposite directions.
Firefighter with nozzle
and pull loop advances
toward fire. Pull loop is
dropped when
resistance is felt.
nd
2 Firefighter deploys
hose in opposite
direction. Pull loop is
dropped when
resistance is felt.

Transverse Precconnect Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 21
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A modified version of the Palomar Preconnect consists of flat loaded hose into a single
stack. This preconnect is intended to be deployed off the rear of an apparatus. Some
fire departments load this modified version with 2½” hose for structural firefighting, or
1½” single-jacket hose for vegetation fires. This preconnect can only be deployed in
one direction.
Order of Operations – Rear Preconnect
Preparation-Loading
1. Connect hose to discharge. Lay out hose sections to be
loaded. First section may be connected to a short section of
hose already connected to the discharge.

2. Flat load hose with pull loop. Lay hose flat in bed forming one stack. Folds should not extend
past hose bed opening. Replace fourth fold with a 12”-18” pull loop. Couplings should not be
located within pull loop.
Note: Count folds
from bottom to top.
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3. Attach nozzle. Place nozzle on top of folds near end of hose bed. Assure bale is closed, set flow,
and adjust pattern to 30 fog.

4.

Fold pull loop. Fold pull loop over hose stack and under
nozzle.

Deployment
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to rear of apparatus.

2. Determine pathway. Firefighter determines whether pathway is unobstructed – deployment is in
an open area; or obstructed – laid in stairways, around fences, or narrow areas of access.

3. Prepare hose for deployment.
-Unobstructed Pathway
Face hose and lower loop. Hold loop in
palm of right hand. Pull hose to expose
nozzle.

-Obstructed Pathway
Face hose and lower loop. Grasp loop
and pull hose load out slightly. Keep
nozzle from falling to ground. Let hose
load hang from hose bed.
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4. Prepare nozzle for deployment.
-Unobstructed Pathway
Grasp nozzle with left hand. Rotate
under hose placing over left shoulder with
nozzle against chest.

5. Deploy hose.
-Unobstructed Pathway
Yell “HOSE” and proceed away from
apparatus.
Drop fold in palm upon
resistance. Continue towards objective.

Fire Hose
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-Obstructed Pathway
Grasp nozzle with left hand and place
hose behind neck, over left shoulder with
nozzle against chest. Grasp hose load
near edge of bed with both hands. Avoid
grabbing the bottom fold of the load if it
comes out of the hose bed.

-Obstructed Pathway
Tightly squeeze hose load with both
hands. Rotate left and lower hose load
onto right shoulder while stepping back
from apparatus.
Yell “HOSE” and
proceed away from apparatus. Allow
hose to pay off of shoulder upon
resistance. Continue towards objective.
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6. Flake out hose. Gather excess hose into 10’-15’ flakes
perpendicular or parallel to the direction of attack.

7. Charge hose.
Give hand signal and simultaneously yell
“WATER ON THE PRECONNECT”. Close bale shutoff, set
flow, and adjust pattern to 30 fog. Bleed out air.

Rear Preconnect Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 22
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2½” Attack Line

This section discusses the techniques for assembling attack lines with hose from the
rear hose bed. These techniques are usually used on the deployment of 2½” hose, but
can be applied to other diameters as well.
The attack hose bed consists of 50’ sections of flat-loaded hose and may have a nozzle
attached to the male coupling atop the load. The nozzle should be placed at the end of
the hose bed so that firefighters may easily access it from the tailboard of the
apparatus. During large incidents where hose from an attack bed has been depleted, it
may be necessary to assemble attack hose lines from a supply hose bed. In these
situations, firefighters will pull hose starting on the non-fire side with the female coupling
and continue until the desired amount is placed on the ground. It will be necessary to
attach a nozzle to the male coupling that was uncoupled from the remainder of the load.
The 2½“ attack line should be deployed when fire conditions require a greater volume of
water to suppress a fire than that of a preconnect. This attack line delivers more water,
with less friction loss, enabling the length to be longer than a preconnect. It is the
preferred method for backing up another hose line that has been placed into service.
The 2½” attack line is more difficult to maneuver than a preconnect, but provides
greater safety to firefighters using it. A minimum of two firefighters is required to
operate a 2½“ attack line.

Order of Operations – 2½“ Attack Line
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.

2. Pull hose. Place end of attack hose over fire-side shoulder
against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off tailboard
angling towards objective. Proceed until first coupling leaves
hose bed.
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3. Perform run back. Place coupling (nozzle) on ground and
turn towards non-fire side. Yell “50” and return to tailboard.

4. Pull hose. Grasp coupling in hand or place hose over fireside shoulder with coupling against chest. Advance hose
along non-fire side of existing hose.

5. Perform run back. Place coupling next to end of hose and turn towards non-fire side. Yell “100”
and return to tailboard.

6. Pull hose. Grasp coupling with hand or place hose over
fire-side shoulder with coupling against chest. Advance
hose along non-fire side of existing hose.

7. Perform run back. Place coupling next to other couplings and turn towards non-fire side. Yell
“150” and return to tailboard. Repeat procedures until appropriate amount of hose has been
pulled. Upon completion of last run back, adjust coupling placement next to end of hose so last
coupling is at tailboard.

8. Connect hose to apparatus.
Uncouple hose at
tailboard using foot-tilt method. Secure male coupling in
hose bed or on tailboard. Give female coupling to
apparatus operator. Inform apparatus operator length &
diameter of hose, elevation, nozzle type, and objective. If
apparatus operator is not available, remove cap and
connect female coupling to appropriate discharge. If
required, attach nozzle to male end of hose using foot-tilt
method.
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9. Prepare hose.
-Unobstructed Pathway
Either shoulder or pull hose.
To
shoulder hose, kneel on fire-side of
nozzle. Align couplings with nozzle and
gather together. Pick up hose and
rotate body under hose load. Place
hose on non-fire side shoulder with
nozzle on the bottom. To pull hose,
place nozzle over fire-side shoulder and
pick up hose with non-fire side hand.
Grab as many hose loops as necessary.
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-Obstructed Pathway
Shorten run back loops by placing folds
closest to apparatus next to couplings
near nozzle.
Kneel on fire-side of
nozzle. Align couplings with nozzle and
gather together. Pick up hose and
rotate body under hose load. Place
hose on non-fire side shoulder with
nozzle
on
the
bottom.
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10. Advance hose. Proceed to objective. Flip top coupling off side of shoulder or drop coupling
upon resistance. Continue towards objective deploying hose.

11. Flake out hose. Gather excess hose into 10’-15’
flakes perpendicular or parallel to the direction of
attack.

12. Charge hose line.
Give hand signal and
simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 2½”. Close bale
shutoff, set flow, and adjust pattern to 30 fog. Bleed
out air.

2½“ Attack Line Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 23
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2½” Exposure Line

The 2½“ exposure line is designed for use by one firefighter in an effort to protect
exposures from fire. Sometimes, it may be used by a single firefighter during an
exterior fire attack. It is pulled from the attack hose bed the same way a 2½“ attack line
is. When properly deployed, a firefighter can operate the 2½“ exposure line with little
effort for extended periods of time.

Order of Operations – 2½“ Exposure Line
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.

2. Deploy 2½” attack line. Remove a minimum of 150’.
Fully extend hose. Reference: Fire Hose Form 23.
3. Loop hose. Advance hose. Turn away from objective
forming a loop with the last section of hose. Pass nozzle
under last section of hose 10’ from coupling creating a loop
with approximately 40’ of hose. Assure 10’ of hose is
straightened behind nozzle.

4. Secure hose. If necessary, place a hose strap or
webbing around hose at crossing. Sit on hose where
it crosses itself.
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5. Charge exposure line.
Give hand signal and simultaneously yell “WATER ON
THE 2½”. Close bale shutoff, set flow, and adjust pattern
to 30 fog. Bleed out air.

2½“ Exposure Line Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 24
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2½ “ Shoulder Load

The 2½” shoulder load is another method of deploying an attack line. The 2½“ shoulder
load allows one or multiple firefighters to carry the hose to the objective. This is the
preferred method of taking hose into a building for connection to a standpipe station.
The speed of deployment is the determining factor for a firefighter when choosing the
2½” shoulder load over the 2½“ attack line. When firefighters must utilize hose from a
supply bed, a double male adapter should be placed into the female coupling and a
nozzle attached. This method can be used by a firefighter to shoulder load a
preconnect for the purpose of extending an existing hose line.
Order of Operations – 2½“ Shoulder Load
1. Firefighter(s) repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.

2. Place nozzle at chest. Assure nozzle is attached to hose
line. Firefighter faces hose to be loaded and places nozzle
against right side of chest pointing towards ground.

3. Firefighter #1 loads hose. Load hose onto right
shoulder folding hose back onto itself. Loops should
not extend beyond the front and back of the knee. One
firefighter may load a maximum of 100’ of hose.

4. Firefighter #2 loads hose. Stand between Firefighter #1
and apparatus facing hose bed. Place coupling near small of
back on Firefighter #2. Load hose onto right shoulder folding
hose back onto itself. Loops should not extend beyond the
front and back of the knee. Firefighter #1 shall assist with
loading. One firefighter may load a maximum of 100’ of
hose.
NOTE: More firefighters may be added as necessary. Additional firefighters stand between last
firefighter and apparatus facing hose bed. Load hose onto right shoulder folding hose back onto
itself. Loops should not extend beyond the front and back of the knee. Firefighter in back shall assist
with loading. One firefighter may load a maximum of 100’ of hose.
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5. Connect hose to water supply. Firefighter #2 uncouples hose from hose bed utilizing the oneperson speed method. Secure coupling in hose bed or tailboard. Inform apparatus operator
length & diameter of hose, elevation, nozzle type, and objective.

6. Advance hose. Firefighters line up in direction of travel still facing water supply. Firefighter #1
gives command “TURN AND DROP A LOOP”. Firefighters drop top loop to the right and turn 180
degrees to the left. Firefighter #1 commands “STEP OVER HOSE”. Firefighter #2 steps over
hose. Firefighter #1 commands “ADVANCE HOSE”. Firefighters proceed to objective. Flip top
coupling off side of shoulder upon resistance. Verbalize “HOSE” when depleted from shoulder.
Continue towards objective deploying hose.

7. Flake out hose. Gather excess hose into 10’-15’ flakes
perpendicular or parallel to the direction of attack.
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8. Charge hose line. Give hand signal and simultaneously yell
“WATER ON THE 2½”. Close bale shutoff, set flow, and
adjust pattern to 30 fog. Bleed out air.

2½“ Shoulder Load Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 25
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2½“ to Hose Bundles
Sometimes the need for mobility and hose line controllability
necessitates the need for attack lines consisting of 1¾“ hose. In most
cases, a preconnect can be extended and the fire extinguished
confining damage to the contents of a structure. But what if the
preconnect is too short? What if the fire is on the second floor
requiring a second line be deployed to the floor above? What if the
discharge pressure is greater than the service test pressure of the
hose because of high friction loss? The answer is 2½” hose supplying
water to a set of hose bundles. Engine companies shall be equipped
with two hose bundles:
Primary Bundle
Secondary Bundle
There are two types of Hose Bundles: a Primary Bundle and a
Secondary Bundle. A Primary Bundle has a total of 100’ of
1¾” hose, a combination nozzle, a 2½ x 1½” gated wye, and
straps. A Secondary Bundle has all the same items except for
the gated wye.

The Hose Bundle is assembled in a spiral method, similar to the wildland hose
pack. Starting with the male end of the hose and with the nozzle attached, the
hose is coiled on edge in a flattened spiral shape until all 100’ of hose is used.
If assembling a Primary Bundle, a gated wye is then attached to the female end
of the hose. The nozzle and gated wye should be placed on opposite ends of
the Primary Bundle, so that the bundle is more balanced and easier to carry on
the fireground. Finally, the straps are added to the bundle. The finished
bundles should be approximately 6 feet long.

Order of Operations – 2½“ to Hose Bundles
1. Firefighter repeats order and proceeds to bundles.

2. Remove bundle(s) from apparatus. Carry bundle(s) to
objective. If located in hose bed, pull bundle(s) out 2’-3’ from
hose bed. With back to apparatus place bundle(s) over
shoulder(s). If desired, bundles may be unloaded one at a
time. Step away from apparatus pulling bundle(s) clear.
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3. Place bundle(s) at objective. Protecting nozzle and gated wye, kneel down and place bundles
on the ground. Bundles should be perpendicular or parallel to the direction of attack with nozzle
on fire-side. Buckles shall be on top.

4. Deploy 2½” attack line to bundle(s). Advance attack line
to primary bundle. Remove nozzle or, if equipped with a
breakaway nozzle, remove nozzle from bale, close bale shut
off and charge hose line. Reference: 2½“ Attack Line
Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 023

5. Connect bundle(s) to attack line.
Remove straps on primary bundle. Attach gated wye to 2½“
hose. Close gates on wye. Charge hose line if necessary. If
equipped, open bale shut off on 2½“ hose. Attach secondary
bundle when ordered.

6. Prepare primary bundle. Prepare bundle by
spreading out the uncharged 1¾” hose so that the
bundle is in a rounded circular shape.

7. Charge primary bundle. Close bale shutoff on nozzle. Slowly
open appropriate valve on gated wye. Set flow and adjust pattern
to 30 fog. Bleed out air.

2½“ to Hose Bundles Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 26
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Portable Monitors

Portable monitors are a form of mater streams devices used on large fires where
mobility is not crucial. Portable monitors are used less than other types of attack lines
and are capable of discharging large volumes of water. While a portable monitor can
be an effective tool when combating an intense fire, it can also be a lethal weapon if not
properly deployed and operated. Whether attended or unattended, care must be
exercised when placing a portable monitor into service. The only way a portable
monitor should be set up is by following the manufacturer’s recommendations and
guidelines. These recommendations are based upon the best way for nozzle reaction
to be countered by weight of the lines supplying water to the device. There are many
different types of portable monitors available to the fire service. The two popular types
of portable monitors are devices supplied by a single 4” hose line or devices supplied
by two 2½“ hose lines.
Order of Operations – Portable Monitor - 4“
1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to top pan of apparatus.

2. Remove deck gun and portable monitor stand. With help of a partner, place deck gun and
portable monitor stand on ground next to apparatus. Remove smooth bore tips if needed.

3. Place portable monitor at objective. Attach 4” double male adapter to portable monitor stand
and carry to firefighting objective. Deploy legs with center leg pointing toward objective, organize
straps, and unwrap safety chain. Return to apparatus and carry deck gun to stand. Attach deck
gun to stand and engage lock pins.
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4. Pull 4” hose. Remove increaser if equipped. Place end of hose over fire-side shoulder with
coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward off tailboard. Deploy hose using run backs,
modified pull, or straight pull.

5. Connect hose to portable monitor. Pass hose around front of stand over leg brace forming a
minimum of a 10’-15’ loop towards inlet. Connect straps loosely around hose parallel to center
leg. Set spikes into ground with hammer.

6. Charge portable monitor.
Assure nozzle is above the elevation safety stop. Give hand
signal and simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 4”. Aim
discharge upward, set flow, and adjust pattern to 30 fog.
Tighten straps around hose until it contacts hose stop.

Portable Monitor - 4“ Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 27
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Order of Operations – Portable Monitor – 2½“

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to top pan of apparatus.

2. Remove portable monitor and stand. If used as a deck
gun, with help of a partner, place deck gun and portable
monitor stand on ground next to apparatus. Remove smooth
bore tips if needed.

3. Place portable monitor at objective.
Carry to
firefighting objective and deploy legs with inlets facing
opposite direction than objective. If necessary, return to
apparatus and carry deck gun to stand, attach deck gun
to stand, and engage lock pins.

4. Pull 2½“ hose. Place end of hose over fire-side shoulder
with coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step forward
off tailboard. Deploy hose using run backs, modified pull, or
straight pull.

5. Connect hose to portable monitor. Extend hose 30’ pass portable monitor. Bring male
coupling around front of monitor to back. Remove nozzle from attack line. Connect male
coupling to inlet on same side as line supplying water. Set spikes into ground with hammer.
Return nozzle to apparatus.
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6. Pull second 2½“ hose. Place end of hose over fire side
shoulder with coupling against chest. Yell “HOSE” and step
forward off tailboard. Deploy hose using run backs, modified
pull, or straight pull.

7. Connect hose to portable monitor. Extend hose 30’
pass portable monitor on opposite side of first attack line.
Bring male coupling around front of monitor to back.
Cross hose over hose. If equipped, remove nozzle from
attack line. Connect male coupling to inlet on same side
as line supplying water. Set spikes into ground with
hammer. If equipped, return nozzle to apparatus.

8. Charge portable monitor. Assure nozzle is above the elevation safety stop. Give hand signal
and simultaneously yell “WATER ON THE 2½”. Aim discharge upward, set flow, and adjust
pattern to 30 fog.

Portable Monitor – 2½“ Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 28
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HOSELINE OPERATIONS
In order to successfully attack a fire, a firefighter must know how to operate and control
the hoseline. In doing so, a firefighter must control the nozzle at all times. That means
that the nozzle person should keep one hand on or near the shut off when water is
flowing. This will permit for immediate shut down of the nozzle should the hoseline
become uncontrollable because of a pressure surge, loss of balance, or other problem.
The methods of applying water through a nozzle attached to an attack hose vary with
the size of hose used, the fire problem, and with the type of attack. The method that
any one firefighter finds most comfortable varies depending on the size, strength, and
personal preference of the firefighter.
Utilizing a Hose Strap
A hose strap should be used whenever possible, and is
required when operating a hoseline greater than 1¾”,
except when the hoseline is used as an exposure line
with the firefighter in a sitting position. Proper use of the
hose strap will make nozzle operations safer and more
effective. The hose strap should be placed under the
hose approximately 5’ behind the nozzle. One end of the
strap should pass through the other end forming a larks
foot. The strap should be tightened against the hose.
Face away from the nozzle and place the strap over the
shoulder closest to the hose. Rotate away from the hose
until facing the nozzle and grasp the hoseline. The strap
may be tightened or loosened by moving the strap along
the hose. As the hoseline is charged with water, the
firefighter can lean forward and absorbed the weight of
the hoseline with the shoulder furthest from the hose.
The following methods will provide firefighters with the ability to safely control and
operate hoselines:
•
•
•

One-Firefighter Method
Two-Firefighter Method
Three-Firefighter Method
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One-Firefighter Method
When one person is required to work a nozzle
unassisted, some means must be utilized for bracing the
hoseline. The one-firefighter method is used in a sitting
position on attack lines greater than 2”, liked that used
when operating an exposure line. On smaller diameter
hoselines, the one-firefighter method can be used in a
standing position.
To accomplish this, the firefighter should hold the nozzle
with one hand and hold the hose with the other hand
positioned directing behind the nozzle. The hoseline
should be straight for at least 10’ behind the nozzle, and
the firefighter should face the direction of the stream.
Position one foot in front of the other and maintain a firm
footing. Hold nozzle in front of body at an arm’s distance
and allow hose to bend towards ground. Permit the hose
to cradle against the inside of the closest leg, and brace it
against the front of the body and hip. Support the hose
with the inside of the rear leg at the knee. Lean forward as the nozzle is opened. If
excessive movements of the hoseline are required, shutting down the hoseline prior to
repositioning may be safer.
Two-Firefighter Method
The two-firefighter method of handling a nozzle on an attack line should be used
whenever possible because it provides a greater degree of safety than the onefirefighter method. For safe and efficient operations, a 2½” attack line requires a
minimum of two firefighters, except when used as an exposure line with the firefighter in
the sitting position. When handling 2½” attack lines, the two firefighters should use
hose straps to better control the hoseline. The attached hose straps will help the
firefighters share the backward force of the water flowing from the nozzle. Using hose
straps will enable the firefighters to make use of the full waterflow potential of the
nozzle.
The firefighter at the nozzle holds it in much the same way as when working alone hold the nozzle with one hand and hold the hose with the other hand positioned
directing behind the nozzle. The nozzle person does not, however, brace the hose with
the leg. The nozzle person rests the hoseline against the waist and across the hip. The
second firefighter must serve as an anchor at a position approximately arm’s length
behind the nozzle person. The second firefighter stands on the same side of the
hoseline as the nozzle person and cradles the hose against the front of the body and
hip. The second firefighter thus takes most of the backward force on the nozzle. The
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second firefighter assists the nozzle person by maneuvering the anchored hoseline in
an opposite direction than that of the nozzle.

Three-Firefighter Method
Handling a 2½” attack line can be more easily
accomplished by three firefighters. The nozzle person
and the second firefighter are positioned the same as in
the two-firefighter method. The third firefighter should be
positioned like the second firefighter, but on the opposite
side of the hose. The third firefighter assists the hoseline
operation by feeding the hose forward, around corners,
and over obstacles. The third firefighter should use a
hose strap when positioned near the other two firefighters
for an extended period of time. This position should be
within arm’s length of the second firefighter.
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Nozzle Operations
As stated earlier, maintaining control of the nozzle at all
times will ensure a safe fire attack operation. However,
the efficiency of the fire attack is based upon the
firefighter’s knowledge of the nozzle, its capabilities, and
a sound understanding of fire attack principles.

Firefighters must consider the following when operating a nozzle:
•

Always wear the proper protective clothing.

•

Consider using a hose strap.

•

Assure the bail shut off is closed and proper GPM
are selected prior to charging.

•

Select 30-degree fog pattern prior to opening
nozzle.

•

Open and close the nozzle slowly to prevent water
hammer.

•

Always know where the fire stream is going.

•

Maintain a position that best counters nozzle
reaction.

•

Shut down nozzle to reposition if necessary.
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Entering A Building
A fire attack on a structural fire must be coordinated to be successful. This coordinated
attack begins with firefighters pulling hoselines and preparing to enter buildings in a
safe, timely, and effective manner. A minimum of two firefighters, wearing the proper
safety clothing, should be assigned to hoselines when entering a building. Personnel
should wear self-contained breathing apparatus and turn on personal alarm devices
before entering a building involved in fire. In certain situations, a Rapid Intervention
Crew (RIC) must be in place prior to entering a building. Every firefighter must evaluate
the building for potential hazards before entering. Exterior fires, imminent building
collapse, interior fire conditions, access and egress points, electrical shock hazards,
roof integrity, and fuel loading are all potentially hazardous conditions.

Before entering the fire area, the nozzle person should bleed air from the hoseline by
opening the nozzle slightly. Opening the nozzle slightly
while waiting for water to arrive hastens this process.
Firefighters should assess a closed door by feeling the
door with the back of a hand prior to opening.
Firefighters on the hoseline should position themselves
on one side of the entrance when opening the door. If
possible, the door should be wedged open. Firefighters
entering the building should stay low as they advance
their hoseline towards the fire.
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SPECIAL HOSE OPERATIONS
The information presented in this section covers a variety of hose-handling methods.
These special operations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting hoses to fire department connections
Operating from a standpipe
Extending a hoseline
Advancing a hoseline up stairs
Hoisting a hoseline aloft
Advancing a hoseline up a ladder

All these tasks require firefighters to know special techniques to complete them safely
and effectively.
Fire Department Connections
Many of today’s buildings, complexes, and facilities are built with some form of private
fire protection system. The most commonly encountered by firefighters are automatic
sprinkler systems and standpipes. A fire department connection is that place where
one of the first-arriving engine companies can connect hoselines to the system and
supply water, enabling the system to be useful in extinguishing the fire.

These connections are found near a roadway or access point so that apparatus may
make these connections effectively. The hose connections to the fire department
connection are 2½” female swivels with a protective plug attached. Typically, there are
connections for two hoselines with larger facilities having more. A high-rise building can
have multiple connections for requiring many hoselines. Fire department connections
may supply water to each system individually or a combination of systems. Some
connections may provide water to only a certain portion of a building. No matter the
design, the location of the connection should be well marked and the system type
identified.
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The proper method of connecting hoselines to a fire
department connection varies. Some engine companies
may chose to pull attack lines, extend those lines, remove
nozzles if necessary, and make the connection. In some
situations, usually when only two connections are required,
an engine company may lay a dual reverse of 2½” hose.
No matter the method, firefighters should adapt the existing
methods of operations used to connect hoselines to fire
department connections. They must be aware that these
connections consist of 2½” female swivels and may require a spanner wrench to loosen
the attached protective plug. Once a connection is made the hoseline can be charged.

Operating From A Standpipe
One of the greatest problems in fighting fires in large buildings, particularly in multistoried buildings, is transporting water to the seat of the fire. Years ago, firefighters
were required to lay hose into a building and up stairwells to reach the fire floor.
Eventually, however, new buildings have been equipped with standpipe systems so that
firefighters only need to transport enough hose to connect to the standpipe and reach
the fire. These standpipe systems may be vertical, such as in high-rise buildings, or
horizontal like ones found in shopping malls and warehouses.
Standpipe systems, whether wet or dry, are an important
component to firefighting efforts in large buildings.
Firefighters must be familiar with their operation and
arrangement. Buildings constructed with standpipes will
have a minimum of one 2½” male connection with a
protective cap at each floor of a multi-story building.
Sometimes these connections have a 2½” x 1½” reducer
connected to the outlet. These connections are exposed
or installed in a cabinet and located in the same stairwell.
Although transporting hose to a standpipe connection is a much simpler evolution than
laying hose the entire distance from the apparatus to the fire, it can still be an
exhausting job. Firefighters must follow established techniques to operate safely and
effectively when connecting hoselines to a standpipe system.
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The following guidelines should be considered when operating from a standpipe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where full protective clothing and SCBA.
Shoulder load 2½” hose or carry aloft hose
bundles for use as attack lines.
Connect a 2½” section of hose, or soft sleeve, to
standpipe when operating with hose bundles.
Firefighters must take forcible entry tools, spanner
wrenches, and adapters.
Connect to the standpipe one floor below the fire
floor.
Remove protective cap from standpipe and check for debris.
In high-rise buildings, remove pressure relief
device or orifice plate, as required.
Lay hose to the outside of the stairwell to prevent
kinks and minimize obstruction.
Flake excess hose up stairs toward the floor above
the fire floor.
Carefully charge hoseline.

Extending A Hoseline
There are times when hoselines that have been deployed on the fire ground are
required to be extended. These hoselines can be extended with hose of the same size
or smaller diameter hose. Sometimes, for example, an existing 2 ½” attack line may be
extended by attaching a 2½” x 1½” gated wye, allowing firefighters to attach two smaller
diameter attack lines. No matter the situation, firefighters must consider what type of
hoseline and nozzle are in use and gather the required appliances and hose needed to
complete the assigned task. Firefighters are faced with many different methods of
extending a hoseline based upon the fire equipment, including nozzle types, available to
complete the evolution. Firefighters must be familiar with the fire equipment available to
them so that this operation can be completed safely and efficiently.
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At some point, the water flow must be shut down so the hoseline can be extended.
Firefighters have the following prioritized options when shutting down the existing
hoseline:
•
•
•

If equipped with a breakaway nozzle, use bale shutoff and remove nozzle. The
nozzle portion shall not be used without the bale shutoff.
Have apparatus operator shut down hoseline.
Use a hose clamp.

The following guidelines should be considered when extending hoselines:
•
•
•
•
•

Consider type of nozzle and size of hoseline already in use.
Assure apparatus operator is aware of assignment affecting existing hoseline.
Only gather necessary equipment (i.e.…hose, nozzles, adapters).
After connections are made safely set aside any unused equipment.
Flake out hose prior to charging the extended hoseline.

Advancing Hose Up Stairs
Hose is difficult to drag and advance in an open space
and is exceedingly difficult to drag up stairs and around
the obstructions found in a stairwell. When safety
permits, hose should be advanced up stairways before it
is charged with water. If the line has already been
charged, additional firefighters may be needed to
advance the hoseline up the stairwell.

The shoulder carry or obstructed pathway carries are
methods for advancing hoselines up stairs.
When
advancing hose up stairs, the hose shall be laid against
the outside wall of the stairwell to avoid sharp bends and
kinks.

An acceptable alternative, is hanging the hose in the
stairwell when space between the straight stair runs
exists. The hanging hose is then secured with a hose
strap near the fire floor. Excess hose should be flaked
above the fire floor because it will be much easier to
advance when the hoseline is carried onto the fire floor.
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Hoisting A Hoseline

Hose can also be hoisted up the outside of a building with a rope. Only an uncharged
hoseline should be hoisted aloft utilizing a rope. Hose should be pulled and advanced
to a position near the location where the hose will be hoisted. Once the hose is
positioned, firefighters may choose to lower the end of a rope or drop a rope bag from
the objective above. Hoselines should only be hoisted aloft to safe areas below the fire
floor. When possible, a hose roller can be placed along the openings edge to protect
the hose as it passes over the opening. Firefighters should take aloft as much hose as
needed prior to charging the hoseline. The hoseline should be secured to the build
when possible. If a 2½” hoseline is hoisted aloft it must be secured prior to charging
with water.

Order of Operations – Hoisting A Hoseline

1. Firefighter repeats order, dismounts and proceeds to tailboard.
2. Prepare hose for hoisting aloft. Pull adequate hose to hoisting location. Flake hose out in a
neat arrangement in an effort to avoid snags during hoisting.
3. Tie off hose. Fold hose back over itself locating
nozzle approximately 6 feet from fold. Assure bale is
closed and place between nozzle and hose.
Coworker drops utility rope from area above. Tie a
clove hitch-up on the nozzle and hose, then tie a half
hitch halfway between nozzle and folded end. Tie a
half hitch approximately 6 inches from folded end.

4. Hoist hose aloft. Firefighter on ground guides hose
upward by holding hose line. Do not stand directly below
hoisting operation.

5. Secure hose. Tie hose off to building, as required.

Hoisting A Hoseline Grading Sheet – Fire Hose Form 29
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Advancing Hose Up A Ladder
The safest way to get hose to an elevated position is to carry it up stairs or by hoisting
the hoseline aloft utilizing a rope. However, sometimes these methods cannot be used,
and it is necessary to advance the hose up a ladder. Advancing hose up a ladder
should be done only with an uncharged hoseline. If the hoseline has been charged with
water, it is safer, quicker, and easier to drain the hose and relieve the pressure before
advancement is made.
Once the ladder is in place and hoseline has been pulled, a firefighter should position at
the base of the ladder so that the hose can be safely fed up the ladder. The best way to
advance the hoseline up the ladder is to have the lead firefighter drape the nozzle over
the shoulder, from front to back, on the side on which the hose is being carried. This
firefighter climbs up the ladder until the first fly section is reached and waits until the
next firefighter is ready to proceed. At this point, a second firefighter drapes a large
loop of hose over the shoulder, same side as first firefighter, and starts climbing the
ladder. A third firefighter should be used when a three-section ladder is extended.

When firefighters have reached their objective the hoseline and excess hose should be
pulled aloft and flaked. Firefighters do not need to lock into the ladder when positioned
momentarily for the purpose of placing the nozzle or hoseline from the ladder to the
building. However, a firefighter must lock into the ladder if he will be required to
maintain his position for an extended period of time.
The following guidelines should be considered when advancing a hoseline up a ladder:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure hose to building whenever possible.
Do not secure hose to ladder when working on roof, landing, or balcony.
Always secure 2½” hose before charging.
Extend hoseline between ladder rungs, at ledger, when operating via a window.
Secure hoseline to ladder with hose strap when hoseline is positioned between
rungs.
• Avoid charging hoseline and operating nozzle from ladder.
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MISCELLANEOUS SKILLS
This section introduces miscellaneous skills a firefighter must possess. These skills are
ones not encountered routinely, but nevertheless, are important to know. They include:
•
•
•
•

Using a hose clamp
Field clamping hose
Replacing a burst section of hose
Wild line retrieval

Hose Clamps
There are a variety of tools used in conjunction with hoselines. A hose clamp is used to
stop the flow of water in a hoseline when shutting down the hoseline at the apparatus is
not possible, or preventing a hoseline from being charged. Based on the method by
which they work, there are three types of hose clamps: screw-down, press-down, and
hydraulic press. It is important to know that a hose clamp can cause injury to
firefighters or damage hose if it is not used correctly.
Some general rules that apply to hose clamps are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply the hose clamp within 5’ of coupling.
Apply on supply side of coupling with supply to
your right side.
Apply clamp towards self when using screw-down
clamp.
Stand to one side of clamp when applying and
releasing.
Apply and release slow enough to prevent water
hammer.
Center the hose evenly in the clamp to avoid pinching the hose.
Assure clamp is closed by pulling up on handle.
Once applied, firefighters should yell “CLAMP”.
On screw-down clamps, align screw handle to prevent release if clamp flips over.

Not all fire agencies possess hose clamps, let alone
multiple types. Firefighters must know how to safely and
properly operate those types made available to them
within their respective departments. The Hebert Hose
Clamp Company manufactures the most commonly used
screw-down hose clamp. This is why many firefighters
refer to the screw-down clamp as a Hebert clamp.
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Field Clamp
The field clamp method of stopping, really slowing, the flow of water in a hoseline is a
last-ditched effort available to firefighters. Firefighters should always try to shut down a
hoseline at a bale shutoff or by signaling the apparatus operator to shut a hoseline
down. The field clamp is accomplished by two firefighters putting a kink in the hose. To
put a kink in the hose, obtain enough slack in the line so that a 10’ loop can be formed.
The firefighters should stand the loop in an upright position and press the hose
downward forming two kinks. The firefighters should place one knee and all their body
weight on the kink slowing the flow of water through the hoseline. The field clamp
should be maintained until the hoseline can be shut down.

Replacing A Burst Section Of Hose
When a section of hose fails on the fire ground it must be replaced quickly and safely.
One firefighter or several firefighters may be assigned to secure a hoseline, replace the
failed section, and place the hoseline back into service. This task requires good
communication between the firefighter replacing the burst section, apparatus operator,
and personnel operating the hoseline at the nozzle.
Once a section of hose is identified for replacement, the
apparatus operator should shut down the hoseline. A hose
clamp can be used to stop the water flow in the hoseline
when the apparatus operator cannot shut down the line.
As a last resort, and not recommended on hoselines larger
than 2”, firefighters can use a field clamp to stop the flow of
water until the failed section can be replaced. The failed
section of hose should be removed and replaced with two
sections of hose with the same diameter as that removed.
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The hoseline should be recharged when all personnel are
ready and safely positioned. The damaged hose section
should be rolled into an out-of-service roll and set aside.

Wild Line Retrieval
A wild line is a hoseline that is uncontrolled at the point of water discharge. Such a line
is dangerous because the end of the hose whips from side to side with tremendous
force. A wild line condition occurs when a pressurized open nozzle is inadvertently
dropped, when a dry hoseline with an open nozzle is charged without anyone at the
nozzle, when a dry hoseline with an open end is charged, or when a coupling pulls
loose from a pressurized hoseline.
An apparatus operator closing a valve is the safest way to shut off the flow of water.
Sometimes this cannot be done quickly enough and direct action must be taken at the
uncontrolled end. This is done by a firefighter, dressed in full protective clothing, lying
down on the hoseline approximately 30’-50’ from the flailing end. Maintaining a low
profile, the firefighter crawls forward along the line with one arm fully extended ahead on
the hoseline. The firefighter must straddle the hoseline, and avoid moving too fast as to
overrun the open end. When the open end is reached, pin the end of the hose to the
ground and, if a nozzle is attached, close the bale shutoff. If there is no shutoff on the
end of the hose, maintain a firm grip on the hose until someone else can shut it down.

